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The Curve Promise
Curve Industries Inc. is a forward-thinking, engineering based company that offers aftermarket products for the snowmobile industry. On our quest to find the highest performance for our own 
snowmobile, we offer the best products for yours. To top it all off, we offer what’s likely the finest customer support in the business. Before or after the sale, you can call, text, email or visit our 
forum for answers to your sled setup questions and many more - 7 days a week. Regardless if you are a USXC, RMSHA or IWA points leader, Guinness Record holder, Cain’s Quest champion, 
hardcore ditch banger, back country powder addict or a weekend warrior, Curve Industries offers the aftermarket parts that make your sled perform better. Since our doors opened in 2007, 
we’ve dedicated ourselves to radically improving the handling of our customer’s machines. All of our products are top quality and proudly made in the USA. If you want the best turning, bump 
soaking, mogul crushing ride, there is only one name you need to remember, Curve Industries The Handling Experts™
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Zach Johnson // Backcountry Athlete



XS performance/trail
The Curve XS ski is a high performance trail/crossover ski, whether you’re putting hundreds of miles in on the trail or banging some 
ditches the XS ski is right for you, and thanks to it’s unique parabolic design you’ll be able to do it all again tomorrow.

Variable geometry
The continuously decreasing radius of the keel 
allows snow to enter the pockets compacting it, 
giving you the utmost control on the snow.

Patented Locking Mechanism
Designed for maximum strength and unmatched 
durability.

PARABOLIC DESIGN
Similar to that of a downhill ski, the Curve ski’s 
iconic parabolic design allows the ski to corner 
effortlessly reducing steering effort.

Unmatched durability
The Curve ski is guaranteed the most durable 
snowmobile ski on the market. Curve stands 
behind its products 100%, you break it we’ll 
replace it.*
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VA R I A B L E

*Curve Industries will not warranty negligence
G E O M E T R Y
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Dillan Dohrn // XC Racer

 CT DESIGNS & Photography
XS ski

XS INTRO Package
Includes 2 XS skis, 2 XS loops, Zinc-
plated loop hardware, & 4” carbide
$424.99 // XS1001

XS Black
Sold individually
$159.99 // XS1500

XS BLUE
Sold individually
$169.99 // XS1501

XS White
Sold individually
$169.99 // XS1504

XS Grey
Sold individually
$169.99 // XS1505

XS Green
Sold individually
$169.99 // XS1506

XS Red
Sold individually
$169.99 // XS1502

XS Yellow
Sold individually
$169.99 // XS1503

XS Orange
Sold individually
$169.99 // XS1507

XS Neon
Sold individually
$169.99 // XS1509

*Loop and loop hardware sold separately
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XSM Crossover/Mountain
The Curve XSM ski is a high performance mountain/crossover ski, built for those deep powder days or playing off trail. Engage 
sidehills with ease, carve big powder turns, and stay on top of the snow with the Curve XSM ski.

[All new] Mountain Profile
The XSM ski features a strategic mountain 
profile cut to assist in sidehilling and tsechnical 
maneuvers. For 2018 we’ve evolved the profile 
with an additional 70 degree angled cut to provide 
effortless maneuverability.

Variable geometry
The continuously decreasing radius of the keel 
allows snow to enter the pockets compacting it, 
giving you the utmost control on the snow.

Patented Locking Mechanism
Designed for maximum strength and unmatched 
durability.

Unmatched durability
The Curve ski is guaranteed the most durable 
snowmobile ski on the market. Curve stands 
behind its products 100%, you break it we’ll 
replace it.*

M O U N TA I N

P R O F I L E
*Curve Industries will not warranty negligence
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*Loop and loop hardware sold separately

Brad Johnson // Adaptive Backcountry Athlete

Bryan Glenn

XSM INTRO Package
Includes 2 XSM skis, 2 XS loops, Zinc-
plated loop hardware, & 4” carbide
$454.99 // XSM1001

XSM Black
Sold individually
$164.99 // XSM1500R
$164.99 // XSM1500L

XSM BLUE
Sold individually
$174.99 // XSM1501R
$174.99 // XSM1501L

XSM White
Sold individually
$174.99 // XSM1504R
$174.99 // XSM1504L

XSM Grey
Sold individually
$174.99 // XSM1505R
$174.99 // XSM1505L

XSM Green
Sold individually
$174.99 // XSM1506R
$174.99 // XSM1506L

XSM Red
Sold individually
$174.99 // XSM1502R 
$174.99 // XSM1502L

XSM Yellow
Sold individually
$174.99 // XSM1503R
$174.99 // XSM1503L

XSM Orange
Sold individually
$174.99 // XSM1507R
$174.99 // XSM1507L

XSM Neon
Sold individually
$174.99 // XSM1509R
$174.99 // XSM1509L

XSM ski
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XDP/XDI Drag race
The Curve XDP and XDI skis were built purely for domination on the drag strip, proven by the fastest teams and sleds in the world. 
The ALL NEW for 2018 XDP is the ultimate lightweight performance ski, built for the highly modified drag classes. While the XDI 
can be ran in any class and has the ability to be used on the trail as well.

[All new] XDP ski
The XDP ski is 20” in length, and features a side 
profile cut and a milled keel to reduce weight 
and drag. 

XDI ski
The XDI ski is 40” in length, the ISR requirement 
for stock and pro mod classes. Featuring a side 
profile cut and a milled keel to reduce weight 
and drag.

Patented Locking Mechanism
Designed for maximum strength and unmatched 
durability.

Unmatched durability
The Curve ski is guaranteed the most durable 
snowmobile ski on the market. Curve stands 
behind its products 100%, you break it we’ll 
replace it.*

E N G I N E E R E D

F O R  S P E E D
*Curve Industries will not warranty negligence
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DYLAN ROES // DRAG Racer

 JJ’s Outlaw photography

XDP Ski
Sold individually
Available in all colors
$229.99 // XDP1500
$239.99 // XDP15(01-09)

XDI SKI
Sold individually
Available in all colors
$199.99 // XDI1500
$209.99 // XDI15(01-09)

XDP/XDI ski

*Loop and loop hardware sold separately
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XS loop
Sold individually
$39.99 // XS-200-Black

Stainless loop hardware
Sold in pairs
$34.99 // XS30614
Sold individually
$17.99 // XS30625

Zinc-plated loop hardware
Sold in pairs
$16.99 // XS30620
Sold individually
$8.99 // XS30624

HARDWARE
Mount Kit
Sold in pairs
$45.95 // XS306__

Part # Model
XS30601 Arctic Cat Firecat/CFR
XS30602 Polaris Edge
XS30603 Polaris Fusion/IQ/IQR
XS30604 Ski-doo DSA
XS30605 Ski-doo Rev/XP/XR/XS/XM
XS30606 Yamaha Standard
XS30607 Yamaha Phazer/FX Nytro
XS30608 Arctic Cat CFR/M 2010+
XS30609 Arctic Cat Twin Spar 2007-2009
XS30610 Arctic Cat Twin Spar 2010+
XS30611 Arctic Cat Sno Pro 500/Procross/Proclimb
 Yamaha Viper 2015+
XS30612 Polaris Pro-ride 2010-2011
XS30613 Yamaha Apex/Vector EPS 2011+
XS30618 Snowbike
XS30621 Yamaha Viper 2014
XS30622 Polaris Axys/Pro-ride 2012+
XS30623 Ski-doo Gen 4 Summit 

To complete your ski purchase you’ll need to purchase a set 
of loops, along with either stainless steel or zinc-plated loop 
hardware, and a mount kit specific for your sled.

Ben Humphrey // XC RACER
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THRUSTERS Leading edge
8” Thruster
Sold in pairs
$84.99 // ST104

17” Thruster
Sold in pairs
$84.99 // ST103

2” Leading edge
Eliminates 85% of darting
Sold in pairs
$74.99 // XS4001

4” Leading edge
Eliminates 95% of darting
Sold in pairs
$94.99 // XS4002

Leading edge template [not shown]

Sold individually
Reusable tool
$14.99 // XS4003

Thruster Applications
Trail: 8” Thruster inside
Crossover: 17” Thruster inside
Mountain: 17” Thruster inside, 8” Thruster outside

The Curve Thruster is a great addition to the Curve ski for 
enhanced flotation in deeper snow or additional cornering 
performance when aggressively riding, specifically in soft snow. 

The Leading Edge is an essential for any rider looking to reduce 
or eliminate darting on hard packed or icy snow conditions. It 
has become a necessity for modern 4-stroke snowmobiles. 
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Accessories
Loop plate
The loop plate provides drag racers with a surface 
to help trip the beam at the finish line.
Fit XS Loop. Sold in pairs
$44.99 // LP301

Carbides
Will fit any Curve ski model. Sold in pairs.
$64.99 // 4” Round // CURVE04*
$64.99 // 4” Round // EC8904 (Shown)
$74.99 // 6” Round // EC8906
$94.99 // 6” Shaper // CAP-S2198-60
$95.99 // 9” Round // CAP-R2198-90

*Will only fit XDP ski model
Trevor fjosne // Watercross Racer

 CT DESIGNS & PHOTOGRAPHY
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Racewerx shares the same passion for snowmobiling 
and advancing the sport as us here at Curve Industries, 
designing and fabricating some of the toughest and stylish 
protection parts for your snowmobile. 

Bumpers

Mountain Bumper
High quality aluminum and high gloss powdercoat finish.

Fits 2012-2017 Arctic Cat Procross/Proclimb
$379.95 // Black, White, Green, Orange

RC Series Bumper
Light weight quality aluminum and durable 
powdercoat finish. Includes integrated 
chassis brace for strength.

Fits 2012-2017 Arctic Cat Procross/
Proclimb, Yamaha Viper
$379.95 // Black, White, Blue, Orange, Red

Fits Ski-doo Rev XS/XM (Not shown)
$379.95 // Black, White, Manta Green, Red

Screen Kits. Only fit Arctic Cat/Yamaha
$29.99 // Black, White, Red, Blue, Orange

Andy Wenzlaff // XC Racer

All RaceWerx Products Are Made In the USA!  447 Photography
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SUSPENSION
Stage 2
The Elka Stage 2 shock absorber allows you to pay 
less and still get the same quality components and 
careful craftsmanship as their higher models. These 
value-packed shocks are the best replacement 
shocks you can buy for your snowmobile.

$899.99 // Front Shock
$449.99 // Center Shock
$449.99 // Rear Shock

Stage 3
The Elka Stage 3 shock absorber was derived 
directly from the top of the line Stage 5 model. 
Featuring a single external compression adjustment 
knob that controls the low-speed compression 
damping.

$999.99 // Front Shock

Stage 4
The Elka Stage 4 shock absorber also shares many 
of the same features as the Stage 5 including the 
single external compression adjustment knob that 
controls the low-speed compression dampening and 
rebound dampening.

$1,399.99 // Front Shock
$899.99 // Center Shock
$699.99 // Rear Shock

Stage 5
The Elka Stage 5 shock absorber is their top of the 
line offering, arguably the most comfortable and 
best performing racing shocks on the market today. 
Providing the most adjustablity allowing for more 
precise tuning and much smoother dampening action 
than anything else currently available for snowmobiles.

$1,899.99 // Front Shock
$949.99 // Center Shock
$949.99 // Rear Shock

Threaded Spring Preload
Found on  Stage 2, Stage 3, 
Stage 4, Stage 5

Rebound Dampening
Found on Stage 2, Stage 4, 
Stage 5

Low Speed Compression
Found on Stage 3, Stage 4, 
Stage 5

High Speed Compression
Found on Stage 5

Elka has been a leader in off-road suspensions for 
years, they’ve taken those same principles and 
applied them to their snowmobile shock offerings. 
Elka suspension designs products to improve the 
handling, comfort and performance of the vehicle 
for which they are specifically designed for. 
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APPAREL

China S/S Tee
Screen printed short sleeve t-shirt.
100% Cotton. 
$24.99 // White

Peak S/S Tee
Screen printed long sleeve t-shirt.
100% Cotton. 
$24.99 // Black

Apparel Packages

Sport
Includes: Choice of s/s shirt 
+ hat
$44.99

Pro-Lite
Includes: l/s shirt + hat
$49.99

Pro
Includes: Choice of s/s shirt + 
l/s shirt + hat
$74.99

Factory
Includes: Choice of s/s shirt + 
l/s shirt + hoodie + hat
$99.99

PRIDE L/S Tee
Screen printed long sleeve t-shirt.
100% Cotton. 
$29.99 // Black

OG HOODIE
Screen printed pull over hoodie.
100% Cotton. 
$39.99 // Black

PRIDE hat
Low profile mesh snap back hat.
Embroidered logo.
$29.99 // Black



www.curveindustries.com
315-841-8730

Cover: Simon Selberg // Backcountry Athlete/Filmer


